Oscillation has an important role in bio-dynamical systems such as circadian rhythms and eukaryotic cell cycle. John Tyson et. al. in Nature Review Mol Cell Biol 2008 examined a limited number of network topologies consisting of three nodes and four or fewer edges and identified the network design principles of biochemical oscillations. Tsai et. al. in Science 2008 studied three different network motifs, namely a negative feedback loop, coupled negative feedback loops, and coupled positive and negative feedback loops, and found that the interconnected positive and negative feedback loops are capable of generating frequency-tunable oscillations. We enumerate 249 topologically unique network architectures consisting of three nodes and at least three cyclic inhibitory edges, and identify network architectural commonalities among three functional groups: (1) most frequency-tunable yet less robust oscillators, (2) least frequency-tunable and least robust oscillators, and (3) less frequency-tunable yet most robust oscillators. We find that Frequency-tunable networks cannot simultaneously express high robustness, indicating a tradeoff between frequency tunability and robustness.
I. Introduction
The field of systems biology attempts to understand the dynamics of entire biochemical systems; however, for most systems the complexity of the underlying network of system interactions presents significant barriers to both analytical and computational means of characterizing the dynamics of the system. Therefore, many researchers have noted the usefulness of studying small repeated network topologies termed network motifs as a means to understand systemic dynamics [1, 2] . Moreover, it has been shown that certain network motifs are capable of performing specific functions such as switching, adaptation, pattern formation, and oscillation [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . Also, certain networks are not only capable of certain functions but also necessary for them [6] .
Oscillation has an important role in biological systems such as circadian rhythms and the eukaryotic cell cycle. In some systems, such as a mammalian heart, it is also advantageous to have oscillation with tunable frequency. John Tyson et. al. examined a limited number of network topologies consisting of three nodes and four or fewer edges and identified a few network topologies that are capable of oscillations [2] . Tsai et. al. studied three different network motifs, namely a negative feedback loop, coupled negative feedback loops, and coupled positive and negative feedback loops, and found that the interconnected positive and negative feedback loops are capable of changing frequency of oscillation spanning 4-5 orders of magnitude [4] .
We consider a set of 249 distinct gene regulatory networks with three nodes and at least one negative feedback loop where the nodes are gene products and the edges are either activation or inhibition of the gene. Each network is transformed into a set of ordinary differential equations similar to the mathematical models in ref. [4] . We searched the parameter space randomly and uniformly to find 10 3 sets of parameter values per network that produced sustained oscillation. For each set of parameters generating oscillation, we varied a kinetic rate constant between the lower and the upper bifurcation points inside the oscillatory domain and collected about 100 sets of the values of frequency, amplitude, and the kinetic rate constant of that particular oscillation. With those 100 sets, we selected the ranges of frequency and the kinetic rate constant such that the amplitude of oscillation changed less than 50%.
We identified a set of network topologies that can change frequency of oscillation across several orders of magnitude while the amplitude of oscillation remains unchanged over a large range of a kinetic rate constant. Then, we placed 249 networks into a network design space based on their average frequency-tunability and average robustness and classified them into three groups, (a) group I: highly robust, (b) group IV: highly frequency-tunable, (c) group II: least frequency-tunable and least robust oscillators. The common network architectural feature for the networks in the group I is double autoregulatory positive feedback loops connected by a para-regulatory positive feedback loop; for the networks in the group IV, double auto-regulatory positive feedback loops connected by a para-regulatory negative feedback loop; lastly for the networks in the group II, two auto-regulatory negative feedback loops connected by a para-regulatory positive feedback loop. There is a tradeoff between high frequency-tunability and high robustness, i.e., any networks cannot have both high frequency-tunability and high robustness. We plotted the 10 3 bifurcation diagrams for each of 249 networks and found that each group has a characteristic ratio of the number of networks exhibiting supercritical Hopf bifurcation to those exhibiting subcritical Hopf bifurcation. Subcritical Hopf bifurcation appears to be related to the high robustness and the high frequency-tunability. Lastly, we performed sensitivity analysis and found that the oscillator is quite robust against the perturbation of the strength of auto-regulatory positive feedback loops whereas it is very fragile to the change of the strength of the backbone negative feedback loop.
II. Methods and Models

A. Generation of 249 topologically unique networks
Using the repressilator as the backbone network, we enumerate all possible unique networks having as few as three edges, or as many as nine. The solid edges in figure 1a are inhibitory, and the dashed edges are either activation, inhibition, or no regulation if the edge is absent. Furthermore, edges between nodes are referred to as para-regulatory edges, and edges originating and ending on the same node are referred to as auto-regulatory edges. Uniqueness implies that each network contains a regulation scheme sufficiently different to generate unique dynamics. For example, suppose that upon the backbone network ( fig. 1 ), a para regulatory edge is added such that node C regulates A. If instead the edge had been placed so that node A regulates B, because the backbone itself is symmetric (all edges are inhibitory), whether node C regulates A, or node A regulates B is inconsequential, because both networks generate the same effective dynamics. In this example with one added para-regulatory edge, out the 3 possible networks, the dynamical effect of the edge can be obtained from either one of three permutations, whether the edge extends from node A to B, node B to C, or node C to A; therefore we say there is only 1 unique network. In our enumeration method all unique para-regulatory networks are identified, upon which the auto-regulatory edges can be placed and then permuted. Suppose that in addition to the para-regulatory edge added to the backbone network, we add also a single auto-regulatory edge placed either on node A, B, or C. Because of the previous addition of one para-regulatory edge, the symmetry in the backbone network is lost. In this case, all three locations to place the auto-regulatory loop results in a unique network. We applied this counting strategy when zero, one, two, and three para-regulatory edges were added to the backbone network, and then for each number para-regulatory edges, zero, one, two, and three auto-regulatory edges were added. The table below summarizes the result of this counting and categorizes the networks into subgroups according to the number of para and auto-regulatory edges with identical regulation types.
B. Ordinary differential equation model and criterion for oscillation
Each network is expressed as a set of coupled first order, ordinary differential equations following the gene regulatory model of Tsai et al. [4] . Nodes of the network represent gene products and the edges are either activation or inhibition of the gene; all edges are modeled using Michaelis -Menten kinetics. We constructed a set of generalized equations from which any of the 249 unique networks could be generated, by unique networks can be systematically generated. Depending on the network, the ODE system can have as few as 12 parameters or as many as 45 parameters which were sampled uniformly on a linear scale and numerically solved using a fixed stepsize RungeKutta 4 (RK4) scheme. Monte Carlo sampling was used to assign values to each random variable in the set of ODEs, which were numerically simulated until parameter sets were collected that produced sustained oscillation. The trajectory of each node was followed for approximately simulation steps (about simulation "seconds") and the sum of the squares of the rates of change of the expression of each node was calculated, (i.e.
). If at any point, the magnitude of this velocity vector dropped below a certain threshold (0.001) the solution would be deemed not oscillatory, otherwise the trajectory was deemed to have sustained oscillation. Note that in the generalized ODE system (table 2), the term contains both the constitutive synthesis ( ) and degradation ( ) of species A. Expressing the synthesis and degradation in this form serves to normalize the expression of species to a maximum of For each of the parameter sets yielding sustained oscillation, an oscillatory domain was located by varying the rate constant governing the synthesis and degradation rate of node B until the system could produce sustained oscillation no longer; hence is a bifurcation parameter. Within an interval for bracketed on [0, 1E6], a binary search algorithm was used to locate both upper and lower bounds of sustained oscillation. The bracketed interval was determined by testing how high could be varied while maintaining sustained oscillation for a few of the most robust networks. The binary search method tests if a value half-way between the current upper and lower bounds of the interval produces sustained oscillation. Depending upon which bifurcation point is being searched for, the result of the test determines whether the lower or the upper interval bound shall be re-positioned to the location of the test point, and a new half-way point is tested in the next iteration. Each iteration brings the upper and lower bounds of the interval closer together until separation between the upper and lower bound is small enough that the bifurcation point can be approximated; our separation distance was 1E-4. General implementation details of a binary search algorithm are described in ref. [7] and specific details of our implementation can be found in the Supplementary Material.
D. Stepping through the oscillatory domain
The result of the binary search is identification of the upper and lower bounds of the oscillatory domain for a particular parameter set. Out of this oscillatory domain we extract a sub-interval of values that produced oscillation where the amplitude varies less than approximately 50%. This restricted range of kinetic rate constant is found by stepping through the oscillatory domain adaptively, substituting each value into the system of ODEs (table 2) , re-solving the ODEs, and observing how the amplitudes of oscillation change along the way. Beyond a brief transient period (about 1E4 simulation steps), if the solution fails to reach a steady state during the time needed to collect 4 amplitudes sustained oscillation is determined by .
Amplitudes A, B, and C are defined to be the difference between the maximum and minimum values of each species' respective expression levels. The size of the step is chosen to maintain a sufficiently small change in the amplitude of the solution between steps, specifically . If the criteria cannot be met, a minimum stepsize of 1E-4 is used; the maximum stepsize is 1/20 th of whole domain. Stepping can be summarized as follows: With adaptive stepping, approximately 100 steps are needed to traverse the oscillatory domain, generating 100 sets of the values of frequency, amplitude, and the kinetic rate constant for each of 10 3 parameter sets collected per network. However, rather than showing the results in terms of the amplitudes of nodes A, B, and C, we present the results using the maximum distance across the three dimensional limit cycle. Because the differential equations describing each network are nonlinear (table 2), sustained oscillation of nodes A, B, and C forms a 3-dimensional stable limit cycle when viewed in the state space of the system. We define the distance across the limit cycle to be . For any two points on the surface of the limit cycle, the distance defines the magnitude of the longest chord. Because distance is a scalar quantity, it is invariant to rotations of the coordinate system or of the limit cycle, and more succinctly communicates the same information as knowing the amplitude of A, B, and C.
E. Determining operational range of frequency and kinetic rate constant for a network
The frequency range over which the limit cycle distance changes less than 50% as the kinetic rate constant is varied is defined as the operational frequency range; the corresponding range of the kinetic rate constant is the operational range of kinetic rate constant. Computationally, to identify the operational range of oscillation frequency for a given network, the distance across the limit cycle is plotted against oscillation frequency for all parameter sets; each parameter set is represented as a single curve on this plot ( fig. 4, upper panel) . We analyzed the data in a logarithmic scale because we are interested only in the order of magnitude of the operational ranges of frequency and kinetic rate constant. Limit cycle distances are scaled by and the oscillation frequency is scaled by . Visually, the operational frequency and bifurcation parameter range is associated with the "flat" portion of the curve ( fig. 4 , upper panel). Quantitatively, the operational ranges are selected only from limit cycle distances greater than -0.3 ( fig. 4, lower panel) . This selection generates a subset of frequency and parameter ranges whose corresponding limit cycle distances vary less than approximately 50% on an absolute scale. This criterion for selecting operational ranges is applied to all 249 networks, and is valid because the "flat" portion of the curve is associated with the maximum amplitude for most parameter sets in all networks. The order of magnitude of the operational frequency range of each parameter set is given by and similarly by ( fig. 4, lower panel) . A parameter set exhibiting a larger operational frequency range is said to be more frequency tunable. Likewise, the greater the operational parameter range is, the more robust is the parameter set against external perturbation. We assign an effective operational range of frequency and kinetic rate constant for the whole network by performing a geometric average over the operational frequency and kinetic rate constant ranges for all 10 3 parameter sets pertaining to each network motif, providing a measure of how frequency tunable and robust a network is ( fig. 2 ). Figure 2 serves as the metric we use to assess the extent to which a network is frequency tunable and robust.
F. Bifurcation diagrams
Below the lower bound of the oscillatory domain, the network fails to produce sustained oscillation. When assumes the value of the lower bound often the limit cycle distance grows from a very small size up to a maximum distance, and then slowly decreases in size until reaches the upper bound of the oscillatory domain, beyond which the network fails to oscillate. For network having a positive feedback loop, when is evaluated at the lower bound a significant fraction of the parameter sets produce sustained oscillation with limit cycle distances that are at or near their maximum value. For these parameter sets, an initial discontinuous jump is found in the limit cycle distance; figure 5 illustrates bifurcation diagrams for three networks. The vertical axis shows the normalized size of the limit cycle (Log(LC_dist)/Max(LC_dist)), and the horizontal axis shows the normalized range of the bifurcation parameter [Log(Min(k)) - figure 5 , any curve whose limit cycle distance is greater than -0.5 when is evaluated at the lower bound, are assigned the color purple. All curves that have limit cycle sizes less than -0.5 when is evaluated at the lower bound are given the color green. Purple curves are candidates for sub-critical Hopf bifurcation.
G. Naming convention
Any network based upon the cyclic inhibition backbone can be characterized by a six character naming convention. The first three characters refer to those edges that are auto-regulatory, and the latter three characters to those edges that are para-regulatory. Although each edge can take one of three states, activation, inhibition, or no regulation, we distinguish between auto-regulatory and para-regulatory edges. An activation autoregulatory edge is indicated with the letter "P" for positive auto-regulation, inhibitory auto-regulation is indicated by an "N" for negative auto-regulation, and no regulation is indicated by "0". Para-regulatory edges that activate, are referred to with the letter "A", while those that inhibit are referred to by "I", and no para-regulation is conveyed by the same use of "0". For both auto-regulation and para-regulation, the first character in each corresponds to the regulation at A, the second place corresponds to the regulation at B, and the third at C. For example, the backbone repressilator is named 000000, a positive auto-regulatory edge on node A and a inhibitory para-regulatory edge from B to C is identified by the name A0000I .
H. Sensitivity Analysis
For all 1024 parameter sets, -were varied independently between the lower bifurcation point and the upper bifurcation point. The bracketed region was on [0,1E6]. The term describing the median concentration of substrate at which the velocity of the reaction is one half of the maximum were not varied, nor were the cooperability exponents . For the PPP000 network, it appears that the location in the design space is similar so long as only the synthesis and degradation rates are varied ( ). The location in design space changes from being frequency tunable and robust to vary robust and not frequency tunable when only the rate constants are varied which control the strength of the positive feedback. The location in the design space for networks with varied are grouped together. Finally, varying led to a decrease in operational frequency and robustness. The rate constants regulate the strength of inhibition from the neighbor n the repressilator backbone. In the design space, the networks in which were varied also are grouped together.
III. Results
We consider a set of 249 distinct gene regulatory networks with three nodes and at least one negative feedback loop where the nodes are gene products and the edges are either activation or inhibition of the gene. Each network is transformed into a set of ordinary differential equations similar to the mathematical models in ref. [4] . We searched the parameter space randomly and uniformly to find 10 3 sets of parameter values per network that produces sustained oscillation. For each set of parameters generating oscillation, we varied a kinetic rate constant between the lower and the upper bifurcation points inside the oscillatory domain and collected about 100 sets of the values of frequency, amplitude, and the kinetic rate constant of that particular oscillation. With those 100 sets, we selected the ranges of frequency and the kinetic rate constant such that the amplitude of oscillation changes less than 50%.
topologically unique networks in network design space.
We identified a set of network topologies that can change frequency of oscillation across several orders of magnitude while the amplitude of oscillation remains unchanged over a large range of a kinetic rate constant. Then, in Figure 2 , we placed 249 networks into a network design space based on their average frequency-tunability and average robustness and classified them into three groups, (a) group I: highly robust, (b) group IV: highly frequency-tunable, (c) group II: least frequency-tunable and least robust oscillators. We make a key observation that the FM tunability of the most robust networks is markedly lower than the FM-tunability of the group-I networks. Conversely, when networks are more FM-tunable as in group-I, their robustness is markedly less than the most robust networks. This observation indicates a tradeoff between frequency and robustness, namely that any network cannot have both high frequency-tunability and high robustness. The existence of the frequency-robustness tradeoff leads us to question what are mechanisms (or architectures) confer the robustness but kills FM and converse?
Common network topological features.
Here we identified the common network topological features among the networks in the same group and attributed the dynamical characteristics of the oscillations to the topological features. Each group has about 40-60 networks. The networks in each group were ranked in order of the numerical values of individual dynamical characteristics of the oscillation. One network with highest (or lowest) value per group was designated as a reference network: 0PNA0A network with the highest frequency-tunable range for group I, PPPAA0 network with the highest robustness for group IV, and NN0AAA network with the least frequency-tunable range and the least robustness for group II. Then, we picked other networks one at a time and rotated it until the hemming distance (or the difference) between the reference network and the selected network was minimized. Then, we calculated the average and the standard deviation of network architectural vector elements for each of three groups as presented in Figure 3 . This figure depicts both the number of positive and negative feedbacks but also their location on the networks. The average values of network architectural vectors are clearly different between three groups. We drew the "most probable" network topology for each group where the thickness of each edge in the most probable network is determined by the average value of network architectural vector element. The most probable network architecture for the networks in the group I is "PPN0I0" with double auto-regulatory positive feedback loops connected by a para-regulatory positive feedback loop; for the networks in the group IV, "PP00A0" with double auto-regulatory positive feedback loops connected by a para-regulatory negative feedback loop; lastly for the networks in the group II, "NN00I0" with two autoregulatory negative feedback loops connected by a para-regulatory positive feedback loop. Outstanding difference between two groups I and IV and the group II is the presence of auto-regulatory positive feedbacks. There is a slight topological difference between group I and IV: two auto-regulatory feedbacks are connected by a "certain" negative feedback for group IV while they are connected by a "weakly possible" positive feedbacks. This small topological difference confers high frequency-tunable range to group I and large robustness to group IV.
Differential behaviors of three most probable networks.
In Figure 4 (upper panel), we plotted frequency versus the limit cycle distance for each most probable network and average frequency operational range versus average bifurcation parameter operational range (lower panel). In both panel, the group II network is distinctive. The typical shape of the limit cycle distance vs. frequency curve is a narrow inverted "U", implying the frequency range is very narrow. The frequency range is increased for both group I and IV, though the density of curves exhibiting higher frequency variation is greater in group I than in group IV. For a given network, comparing all parameter sets' frequency against the range of kinetic rate constant, the group II network is again most distinctive because the range of kinetic rate giving rise to oscillation is very small. Networks from groups I and IV show more parameter sets with ranges of kinetic rate constant that are much larger; group IV, for example, contains parameter sets that extends up to nine orders of magnitude. The greatest difference in groups I and group IV is the greater density of parameter sets in group IV with large range of kinetic rate constant. Lastly, a common feature of the group I networks is that the distribution of networks is spread more uniformly in range of kinetic rate constant, whereas group IV networks show bimodal distributions with networks having low range of kinetic rate constant and high range of kinetic rate constant.
Bifurcation mechanisms giving rise to frequency-tunability and the robustness of the oscillation. In Figure 5 , we plotted the 10 3 bifurcation diagrams for each of 249 networks and found that each group has a characteristic ratio of the number of supercritical Hopf bifurcation to the number of subcritical Hopf bifurcation. We find that networks in group II have a higher percentage of parameter sets showing a continuous is limit cycle distance up to some maximum and amplitude and subsequent continuous decline of limit cycle distance back to zero (indicative of supercritical Hopf bifurcation). Few group II parameter sets show limit cycle distances which jump discontinuously from 0 to a maximum or nearmaximum limit cycle distance, unlike parameter sets from networks in groups I and IV, which have greater than 80% of parameter sets which begin oscillation a near maximal limit cycle distances (indicative of subcritical Hopf bifurcation). On average, most robust networks have about 6 -8% more parameter sets showing subcritical Hopf bifurcation.
Oscillators are fragile to the change of the strength of negative feedbacks, but robust to the change of the strength of positive feedbacks. We hypothesize that robust oscillators that are not frequency tunable may be resilient to perturbations of positive feedback if the positive feedback contributes most significantly to the dynamics. Similarly, when the effect of the negative regulation loops begins to dominate the dynamics of the network, robustness and frequency tunability will be reduced. Perhaps, the appropriate balance of positive feedback and inhibition extends the frequency range of the network while maintaining some robustness. To test this hypothesis, we performed a sensitivity analysis of the PPP000 network to scrutinize the effect of varying kinetic rate constants other than ( fig. 6 ). We found that the oscillator is quite robust against perturbations of the strength of auto-regulatory positive feedback loops, though is very fragile to the change of the strength of the backbone negative feedback loop, in support of the hypothesis. For the PPP000 network, it appears that the location in the design space is similar so long as only the synthesis and degradation rates are varied ( ). The location in design space changes from being frequency tunable and robust to more robust and less frequency tunable when only the rate constants are varied, which control the strength of the positive feedback. We observe that the location in design space for networks with varied are grouped together. Lastly, varying which regulate the strength of inhibition from the neighbor in the repressilator backbone, led to a decrease in operational frequency and robustness. Similarly, networks with varied also are grouped together. More testing is needed to identify what is the proper dynamical balance of positive feedback and negative feedback necessary to increase the frequency of oscillation.
IV. Conclusion
We identified a set of network topologies that can change frequency of oscillation across several orders of magnitude while the amplitude of oscillation remains unchanged over a large range of a kinetic rate constant. We placed 249 networks into a network design space based on their average frequency-tunability and average robustness and classified them into three groups, (a) group I: highly robust, (b) group IV: highly frequency-tunable, (c) group II: least frequency-tunable and least robust oscillators. The common network architectural feature for the networks in the group I is double autoregulatory positive feedback loops connected by a para-regulatory positive feedback loop; for the networks in the group IV, double auto-regulatory positive feedback loops connected by a para-regulatory negative feedback loop; lastly for the networks in the group II, two auto-regulatory negative feedback loops connected by a para-regulatory positive feedback loop. There is a tradeoff between high frequency-tunability and high robustness, i.e., any network cannot have both high frequency-tunability and high robustness. We plotted the 10 3 bifurcation diagrams for each of 249 networks and found that each group has a characteristic ratio of the number of supercritical Hopf bifurcation to the number of subcritical Hopf bifurcation. Subciritcal Hopf bifurcation appears to be related to the high robustness and the high frequency-tunability. Lastly, we performed sensitivity analysis and found that the oscillator is quire robust against the perturbation of the strength of auto-regulatory positive feedback loops whereas it is very fragile to the change of the strength of the backbone negative feedback loop. 3 bifurcation diagrams, each of which has a different set of randomly sampled kinetic rate constants, after normalizing the bifurcation parameter and the radius of the limit cycle. We interpret the continuous increase (or decrease) of the radius of the limit cycle at the onset of oscillation as supercritical Hopf bifurcation whereas the discontinuous jump of the radius of the limit cycle jumps at the onset of the oscillation is regarded as subcritical Hopf bifurcation. There are distinctive differences among three most probable networks as well as other networks in three groups: the high percentage of subcritical Hopf bifurcation is a good indicator of the large frequency-tunable range and the large robustness range. Figure 6 : Sensitivity analysis. Each point in network design space represents the average operational frequency-tunable and robustness ranges of a network (PPP000 in the group I) averaged over 10 3 sets of randomly sampled kinetic rate constants. Top three points are obtained from perturbation of synthesis rate (K 1, K 3 , K 5 ). A red arrow indicates a shift of Table 2 . Generic ODE equation for 249 topologically unique networks: Generalized equations describing any of 249 randomly parameterized network motifs that can be constructed from the repressilator backbone ( fig.1) . , , and are the fractions of proteins , , and that are active; is the median effective concentration values of the Hill function, and is the hill coefficient; all 's are kinetic rate constants. Each can take -1, 0, or +1, for inhibition, no regulation, or activation, respectively. Terms in red describe the repressilator backbone network. 
